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Abstract—The IoT and its applications are the inseparable
part of modern world. IoT is expanding into every corner
of the world where internet is available. IoT data streams
are utilized by many organizations for research and business.
To benefit from these data streams, the data handling party
must secure the individuals’ privacy. The most common privacy
preservation approach is data anonymization. However, IoT
data provides missing data streams due to the varying device
pool and preferences of individuals and unpredicted devices’
malfunctions of IoT. Minimization of missingess and information
loss is very important for anonymizing of missing data streams.
To achieve this, we introduce IncrementalPBM (Incremental
Partitioning Based Marginalization) for anonymizing missig data
streams. IncrementalPBM utilizes time based sliding window for
missing data stream anonymization, and it aims to control the
number of QIDs for anonymization while increasing the number
of tuples for anonymization. Our experiment on real dataset
showed IncrementalPBM is effective and efficient for anonymizing
missing data streams compared to existing missing data stream
anonymization algorithm. IncrementalPBM showed significant
improvement; 5% to 9% less information loss, 4500 to 6000
more number of re-use anonymization while showing comparable
clustering, suppression and runtime.
Index Terms—Anonymization, Internet-Of-Things, Missing
data stream, Missing value, Privacy

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet-Of-Things(IoT hereafter) and it’s application
became the inseparable part of modern world. Constantly
expanding big data-sphere is built around the world for the
benefit of public and private sectors. Huge amount of sensors, actuators are embedded from everyday items to houses,
big buildings thus providing a chance to detect and control
precisely. Such as, government agencies, big corporations and
research institutions [1] utilize the IoT data for the purpose
of research and business. Many organizations utilize IoT data
to improve their performance and optimize the business. For
example, traffic control agencies use smart car and traffic
monitoring data to optimize the traffic control, smart home
data are analyzed by housing agencies to improve the house
conditions [2], [3].
However, utilizing these versatile data without breaching
the personal privacy of the individuals is the primary concern
[4], [5]. The privacy of each individual is violated when their
978-1-7281-2741-5/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE

identity is exposed to the malicious party, the attackers can
exploit this information to learn their personal information
by combining with other disclosed data [6]. Therefore, it is
mandatory to sanitize IoT data upon handling [4], and the
most popular data sanitization approach is anonymization [6].
This method creates privacy barrier on the data by removing or
replacing information which can be utilized by malicious party
to breach the privacy of individuals, therefore, ensuring the
individuals’ information are protected from privacy disclosure
while publishing [7]–[10]. Identifier of confidential information of individual that poses privacy treat when exposed to
the public is called sensitive information. For example, social
security number, bank details, address and phone number. In
contrast, non-sensitive information that might be exploited
by malicious party to create privacy breach is called quasiidentifiers (QID hereafter). For example, in health-care data;
age, height, gender, ethnicity and area code etc.
The anonymization replaces or removes the value of quasiidentifiers and creates uncertainty provide the privacy preservation [10]–[12]. Anonymization quality is measured by information loss which is calculated by measuring the level
of uncertainty in the published information [13]. There are
two types of data anonymization; dataset anonymization and
data stream anonymization [14]–[18]. Dataset anonymization
is performed on a previously recorded data, the main goal
this type of anonymization is to minimize the information
loss while publishing under user-specified privacy settings
[19], [20]. On the other hand, data streams are received in a
sequential order and it is processed dynamically [21]. The goal
of anonymizing data stream is to publish data stream without
exceeding the specified publication delay while maintaining
minimum information loss [22]–[24]. However, data streams
anonymization quality is measured on the trade-off between
publication delay and information loss [25], [26].
Moreover, data streams must be anonymized in dynamic
framework with fast and consistent publication. The most
suitable technique to handle fast flowing data streams is the
sliding window [14]–[18]. There are two type of sliding
window; count-based [14], [16] and time-based [15], [17],
[27], [28]. Count-based sliding window is size constrained, and
data is anonymized and published when sliding window is full.
In contrast, time-based sliding window constrained by time

and every tuple of time-based sliding window has expiration
time. Therefore, data are anonymized and published when
the oldest tuple of the sliding window expiring. Researchers
agreed that time-based sliding window is the most feasible
solution for anonymizing data streams due to its time-bounded
publication property.
The individuals of IoT possess many devices that have sensing and actuating capabilities, and those devices can be used
at any time. Also, there is no globally defined usage pattern
for IoT devices. Therefore, IoT produce data streams that have
missing values. There are four main cause for missingness in
IoT data streams; different device preference of individuals,
dissimilar usage pattern, unpredictable environment condition
and personal information sharing control.
Anonymization of missing data streams is very challenging [29]–[31], researchers found three major techniques to
treat missingness for anonymization. There are imputation,
marginalization and partitioning. Firstly, for imputation, missing values are repaired by counterfeit values calculated upon
or during anonymization process [32], [33]. Secondly, missing
values are ignored and treated as a N U LL value [34]. Finally,
for partitioning, QIDs of each tuples are used to create multiple
non-missing subsets of original data, then, each subset are
anonymized individually [35].
The biggest challenge of anonymizing missing data streams
is to achieve minimum information loss with minimized delay
while dealing with the missing values. The quality of the
missing data stream anonymization is affected by the sliding
window size and missingness. However, sliding window is
designed to run anonymization iteration for each expiring
tuples, and more tuples for the anonymization iteration results
less information loss. Also, the less number of QIDs in the
anonymization iteration less information loss and have minimization effect on missingess. Therefore, we propose missing
data stream anonymization algorithm IncrementalPBM which
aims to minimize QIDs while utilizing maximum possible
tuples for the anonymization under time-based sliding window.
The general idea is to utilize partitioning to minimize number
of QIDs for anonymization and incrementally expand the
field of anonymization QIDs for more number of tuples for
anonymization iteration. More details of IncrementalPBM is
explained in Section IV. Experiments on real dataset proved
that IncrementalPBM is more effective on anonymizing missing data streams compared to existing algorithm, demonstrating less information loss, suppression; comparable runtime and
clustering, and more number of re-using.
II. BACKGROUND
Data stream is received in sequential order and is to be
anonymized on the fly. Therefore, researchers implemented dynamic technique called sliding window to perform data stream
anonymization. There are two types of sliding window; countbased and time-based. Wang et al., [22] proposed algorithm
called SWAF that utilizes specialization tree. When tuple is
received, it runs top-down greedy approach to find the best Kanonymous cluster for expiring tuple under time based sliding

window. Also, in [24] Jianzhong et al., presented another specialization tree based algorithm SKY. This algorithm searches
the most specific specialization tree node for newly arriving
tuple, then it checks if the tree node is eligible to anonymize
the newly arrived tuple. Otherwise, the tuple is held until their
corresponding specialization tree node accumulates enough
tuples to satisfy K-anonymity.
Cao et al., proposed CASTLE data stream anonymization
algorithm in [16]. CASTLE handles data stream under countbased sliding window. Newly arriving tuples are assigned to
new or existing cluster depending on the cluster enlargement
cost. The cluster enlargement is measured on the gain of
information loss that is occurred when adding new tuple to
the existing cluster. Moreover, to reduce anonymization cost,
CASTLE utilizes re-using strategy that uses generalization
information of recently published K-anonymous clusters to
anonymize expiring tuples.
Hessam and Sylvia proposed a count-based sliding window
algorithm for numeric data streams anonymization called
FAANST [14]. The aim of this algorithm is to improve the
data quality. Therefore, they introduced ∆, information loss
constraint of clusters. When sliding window is full, FAANST
uses K-means algorithm to create clusters then it publishes
K-anonymous clusters those having less than ∆ information
loss. Also, it utilizes re-using strategy to minimize the information loss. FAANST outperformed CASTLE in terms of time
complexity and information loss.
Wang et al. [27], found that CASTLE [16] created few huge
clusters when applied on data streams, causing frequent split
operations. The merge and split operations are costly, in terms
of time complexity and information loss. To address this issue,
they proposed B-CASTLE, they set a threshold on cluster size
and applying correlation distance to select merging clusters.
B-CASTLE showed higher quality anonymization in shorter
time.
Guo et al., [15] proposed time based sliding window
algorithm FADS to resolve the issues of CASTLE. They
found overload of clusters in CASTLE. Also, they discussed
that complex merge and split functions of CASTLE are not
important for data stream anonymization since the size of
cluster is defined by K. They solved these issues by utilizing
time-based sliding window, exploiting re-usable clusters in the
memory, and by using KNN for anonymization iteration to
publish K-anonymous cluster. Adorenke et al., [36] mentioned
that the high information loss can occur when data stream
is intermittent. They proposed an adaptive buffer resizing
anonymization scheme for resource constrained environment
to anonymize streaming crime data. They predict the data
arrival rate to resize the buffer to minimize the information
loss. For the calculation of data arrival rate they utilized
Poisson probability model [37] by assuming the data streams
as a sequence of events occurred in a fixed time interval.
Missing value is the one of the most challenging topic
for data analytics [29], [30], [33], [34]. There are three
main problems that missing data causes: creates substantial
amount of information bias, makes data handling and analysis

formidable, and inefficiency [38]. Imputation, marginalization
and partitioning approaches are predominantly used to address
the aforementioned issues.
Imputation: Imputation is the well-known method for
repairing missing values in statistical analysis. In this method,
pre-calculated counterfeit values replaces the missingness of
the data stream. Imputation is classified into two types: single
imputation [39], [40] and multiple imputation [41], [42].
Imputation fixes the missing values of the data, however,it
amplifies the uncertainty of anonymized data creating more
information loss. If the imputation amount of cluster is less
compared to its size, then anonymization with imputation
results more secure privacy preservation while repairing the
missing values.
Marginalization: In marginalization, missing values are
treated as NULL values, then, utilized as normal QID value
[35]. The main issue of the marginalization based approaches
are the excessive amount of missing values of published
clusters. However, marginalization is the most feasible solution
if moderation of missingness is considered in the publication.
Marginalization does not add any values to the original data
and it makes published data easier to analyze [34].
Partitioning: Dataset with missing values can be divided
to several subsets with no missing values, and each subset can be processed by traditional anonymization methods.
However, partitioning based approaches are not cost efficient when dataset have an excessive volume of missingness
in comparison to its size [18]. Nevertheless, this technique
publishes clusters without missing values while ensuring the
privacy preservation. Ciglic et al., proposed partitioning based
anonymization approach ANON [35] for dataset containing
NULL values, along with three NULL value matching scheme.
III. P RELIMINARIES
In tradition data streams, each tuple have same QIDs;
whereas, missing data stream might contain tuples that have
one ore more missing values. In the following we define the
fundamentals of missing data stream and it’s anonymization.
Definition 1 (Tuple of IoT data) Tuple of IoT data is defined as: t(idt , Qt , tst )- where idt is the identity of an individual, Qt = {q1 , q2 , ..., qm } is a set of QIDs of a tuple,
and tst is a time-stamp of the tuple arrival.
Definition 2 (Missing data stream) Let Q be the QID’s of
the data stream, where Q = {q1 , q2 , . . . , qn }.The missing
data streams are defined as: S(id, Qt , ts) where id is the
individual’s identity, Qt is the subset of Q(Qt ⊆ Q) that
describes a receiving tuple, and ts is the time-stamp of the
tuple.
Definition 3 (K-Anonymous cluster) Let C(Qc ) be a cluster C generated out of missing data stream S. If the C(Qc )
contains not less than K number of identities in its composition, then, C(Qc ) is a K-anonymous cluster.

Definition 4 (Partition on Qp ) Let P be a set of tuples that
shares exact same QIDs set P (Qp ) ={t1 (pid1 , Qp , ts1 ),
t2 (pid2 , Qp , ts2 ) ,..., tz (pidz , Qp , tsz )}, then P is a partition
created on Qp .
Definition 5 (Distance between two tuples) Let t1 (pid, Q1 )
and t2 (pid, Q2 ) be the tuple of missing data stream S. The
distance of t1 and t2 is calculated on the common QIDs of
both tuples.
P
qi ∈|Q1 ∩Q2 | di (qi )
(1)
Distance(t1 , t2 ) =
|Q1 ∩ Q2 |
(
di (qi ) =

|ri.1 −ri.2 |
|Ri.u −Ri.l |
|leaves(Hi )|−1
|leaves(DGHi )|−1

if qi is numerical
if qi is categorical

(2)

Where ri.1 (ri.2 ) is the value of t1 .qi (t2 .qi ) if qi is a numeric
attribute, Hi is the lowest common ancestor of t1 .qi (t2 .qi )
with respect to DGHi .
Clusters generated from missing data streams can contain
tuples with different composition of QIDs. Cluster generalization of missing data streams is not similar to traditional cluster
generalization. We define the following cluster generalization
for such clusters.
Definition 6 (Cluster generalization) Let G∗j (g1 , g2 , ..., gm )
be the generalization of cluster C(Qj ). Following calculations
are utilized to find the generalization of each QID of Qj for
generalization.
1) gi = [ri.min , ri.max ], where ri.min (ri.max ) is the
min(max) value of qi in cluster C. If qi is a numerical.
2) gi = Hi.lowest where Hi.lowest is the lowest common
ancestor of the qi values of the cluster C. If qi is a
categorical.
Definition 7 (Information loss of tuple) The information
loss of generalizing a tuple t(pid, Qt ) to Gt (g1 , g2 , ..., gm ) is
defined as follows:
X

1
Inf oLoss(t, Gt ) =
Loss(qi )
(3)
|Gt |
qi ∈Qt

Where Loss(qi ) is the attribute information loss qi caused by
the attribute generalization gi .
(
Loss(qi ) =

ri.u −ri.l
Ri.u −Ri.l
|leaves(Hi )|−1
|leaves(DGHi )|−1

if gi ∈ [ri.l , ri.u ]
if gi = H

(4)

Where [ri.l , ri.u ] is the numeric domain of a numeric attribute qi , and DGHi is the domain generalization hierarchy(DGH) of a categorical attribute qi , |leaves(Hi )| and
|leaves(DGHi )| represents the size of a tree rooted on Hi
and DGHi respectively.

Definition 8 (Average information loss) The average information loss for anonymization of the first N tuples of missing
data stream defined as follows:
AverageInf oLoss(N ) =

N
1 X
Inf oLoss(ti , Gi )
N i=1

(5)

IV. I NCREMENTAL PARTITIONING BASED
MARGINALIZATION

The details of IncrementalPBM are explained in Algorithm 1. IncrementalPBM has four parameters; S-missing
data stream, K-anonymity degree, δ-time based sliding window contraint and ω is the time contraint for re-using Kanonymous clusters. Firstly, IncrementalPBM reads tuple t
from S, then, depending on its QID composition, t is inserted
into partition in Setp , or new partition (see definition 4) is
created on t and added to Setp . Setp acts as the buffer in
IncrementalP BM ().
When tuples is expiring, it removes all expired
K-anonymous re-usable clusters from Setkc , then,
IncrementalP BM () checks the size of the buffer.
If the size of the buffer is greater or equal to K it
calls procedure AnonymizationP BM (t) to publication,
otherwise, SuppressAnonymization(t) is called. The
details of procedure AnonymizationP BM (t) and
SupppressAnonymization(t) are shown in Algorithm
2 and Algorithm 3 respectively.
Algorithm 1 IncrementalP BM (S, K, δ, ω)
1: Let be Setp a set of partition which will act as buffer,
initialized empty.
2: Let be Setkc a set of K-anonymous cluster, initialized
empty.
3: while S 6= N U LL do
4:
Read tuple ti from S and assign partition of Setp or
create new partition on it.
5:
if t is expiring according to δ then
6:
Remove expired K-anonymous clusters’ of Setkc
according to ω
7:
Let tPbe the expiring tuple
8:
if ( Pi ∈Setp |Pi |) ≥ K then
9:
AnonymizationP BM (t)
10:
else
11:
SuppressAnonymization(t)
12:
end if
13:
end if
14: end while
AnonymizationP BM (t) is the most important part of our
algorithm. Firstly, it tries to find K-anonymous cluster Cmin
from Setkc which covers t with minimum information loss.
If Cmin is found, then, simply, t is published with re-use. If
t is not published by re-use, it creates temporary partitions
set Spub and inserts all the partitions that are defined on the
QIDs that can be covered by QID of expiring tuple t, and
anonymization iteration QID is set as t’s QID set. Therefore,

number of tuples for KNN is increased without extending the
QID set of anonymization iteration. Then, it checks the size of
Spub to ensure enough tuple is accumulated for KNN. If there
is not enough tuple for KNN it finds most similar and biggest
partition using Jaccard’s similarity [43] to expand QID set of
anonymization iteration. Following the incremental expansion
of QID set of anonymization iteration, more partitions are
added to Spub for anonymization. This incremental process
continues until Spub collects enough tuple for KNN. When the
incremental accumulation complete, it runs KNN and forms
new cluster Cnew and published it. Also, Cnew is added to
Setkc .
Algorithm 2 AnonymizationP BM (t)
1: Find K-anonymous cluster Cmin from Setkc which covers t with minimum information loss
2: if Cmin is found then
3:
Use cluster generalization of Cm in to publish t
4:
RETURN
5: end if
6: Let Pt be the host partition of the expiring tuple t
7: Create temporary partition’s set Spub
8: Let QIDp be publication QID initialized as Pt .qid
9: for each Pi ∈ Setp do
10:
if Pi .qid ⊆ QIDp then
11:
Add Pi to Spub
12:
end if
13: end for
14: do
15:
Find the biggest partition Psim that is the most similar
to QIDp
16:
QIDp = QIDp ∪ Psim .qid
17:
for each Pi ∈ Setp do
18:
if Pi .qid ⊆ QIDp & Pi 6∈ Spub then
19:
Add Pi to Spub
20:
end if
21:
end P
for
22: while ( Pi ∈S
|Pi |) ≥ K
pub
23: Find K − 1 nearest tuple of t from Spub and form new
cluster Cnew
24: Publish Cnew and remove tuples from partitions accordingly
25: Add Cnew to Setkc
SuppressAnonymization(t) is called when data streams
is ended or interrupted. It tries to find K-anonymous cluster
Cmin from Setk c which covers t with minimum information
loss (see definition 3). If such K-anonymous cluster is found,
then it publishes t with the generalization information of Cmin .
Otherwise, tuple t is suppressed and published.
V. E XPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of IncrementalP BM , we
compared it with K-VARP [18]. The K-VARP is the most
recent algorithm for anonymizing missing data streams. We

Algorithm 3 SuppressAnonymization(t)
1: Find K-anonymous cluster Cmin from Setkc which covers t0 with minimum information loss
2: if Cmin exists then
3:
Use cluster generalization of Cmin to publish t0 ;
4: else
5:
Suppress t0 and publish
6: end if
7: Remove t0 from P 0

is calculated using equation (5). Overall, IncrementalPBM
demonstrated around 5% to 9% percent less information loss
compared to K-VARP. Both algorithm showed increase of
information loss when missingness of the data is increased
from 1-missing to 4-missing. However, IncrementalPBM performent more consistent and efficient anonymization in terms
of information loss. The less information of IncrementalPBM
is caused by the incremental partitioning based marginalization which increased the number of tuples for KNN while
minimizing the number of QIDs for anonymization.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF ALGORITHMS
Algorithm
K-VARP
IncrementalPBM

Parameters
K=50, δ=2000, ω=2000, R=0.2
K=50, δ=2000, ω=2000

used famous dataset Adult1 to evaluate the anonymization
algorithms [14]–[16], [18], [27]. Adult dataset has fourteen
QIDs containing eight categorical and six numeric attributes
which are: education, marital-status, work-class, occupation,
relationship, race, gender, country and age, final-weight,
education-number, capital-gain, capital-loss. The generalization hierarchy of eight categorical attributes are defined in
[13], and summary of Adult dataset is described in [18]. We
used 30000 tuples of Adult dataset for the experiment, and
missing values are added to imitate the missing data stream. To
simulate consistent flow of data stream each tuple is retrieved
from the dataset with the delay of 500ms. Both algorithms are
implemented in Java. The experiments are performed on a PC
with Intel® Core™ i7-6700HQ CPU with 16GB RAM and
Windows 10x64 with JDK8.0.
The parameter for the experiments shown in Table I, where
K is the K-anonymity, δ is the time constraint of the sliding
window, ω is the time constraint re-usable K-anonymous
clusters and R is the R-likeness of K − V ARP .

Fig. 2 demonstrated the number of clusters created for
IncrementalPBM and K-VARP. K-VARP published approximately 30% more clusters compared to the IncrementalPBM.
Nevertheless, we can see gradual increase on number of clusters when missingness of data is increasing. K-VARP utilizes
less number of partitions for single anonymization iteration
compared to IncrementalPBM. Therefore, less number of small
partitions are appeared for K-VARP and this caused less
number of clustering for IncrementalPBM.

Fig. 1. Average information loss of IncrementalPBM and K-VARP

Fig. 3. Number of Re-Use of IncrementalPBM and K-VARP

The average information loss on both IncrementalPBM and
K-VARP is illustrated in Fig. 1. The average information loss

The number of re-use anonymization of IncrementalPBM
and K-VARP are shown in Fig. 3. The difference of reuse anonymization is very large, IncrementalPBM re-use
anonymized more than 4500 to 6000 tuples compared to K-

1 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/adult

Fig. 2. Number of Clustering of IncrementalPBM and K-VARP

VARP. IncrementalPBM uses less time to prepare tuples for
KNN. To merge partitions in K-VARP calculates distance of
every tuples of partitions, in contrast, IncrementalPBM uses
partitions’ QID and size for partition accumulation. Also,
IncrementalPBM prioritizes re-use before clustering, and this
resulted big amount of re-use anonymization. Fig. 4 depicts
the number of suppression for both IncrementalPBM and KVARP. Number of suppressions for both algorithms are not
substantial compared to the size of the test dataset. K-VARP
suppressed one to fourteen tuples, whereas, IncrementalPBM
suppressed one to six tuples. Substantial number of re-using
occured for IncrementalPBM, and reasonably fit number of
clustering occured on K-VARP. Therefore, minimal suppression is expected for the both algorithms.

algorithm is approximately 500ms which is relatively short
time compared to the total runtime.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an algorithm IncrementalPBM
for anonymizing missing data streams. IncrementalPBM can
be utilized to process missing data streams generated from IoT
environment. For example, condition monitoring of buildings,
smart parking and smart homes. The incremental partitioning
based marginalization helps to control the number of QIDs
for anonymization while increasing the number of tuples
for anonymization. Compared to existing algorithm K-VARP,
IncrementalPBM showed considerable improvement, 5% to
9% less information loss, 4500 to 6000 more number of re-use
anonymization while showing comparable number of clusters
created, tuples suppressed, and runtime. For future work, we
will concentrate on the optimization of clustering of missing
values in IoT system data streams. Finally, we will work on the
development of adaptive partitioning based marginalization algorithm for anonymizing missing data streams using artificial
intelligence techniques.
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